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Bryce Canyon: Here We Come!
Conference 2016 is coming up soon – June 1 through 4 will be spent in this
wonderful arena of stunning red hoodoos offset with the dark of evergreens
and highlighted by colorful wildflowers. And
then there’s the sky… words fail.
Hope you’ll be joining us for
 Photo captions workshop with Virginia
Staat
 Early evening stroll along the rim
 Tom Ulrich Shoots Cuba
 Hike the Queen’s Garden-Navajo Loop
trails with Maryann Gaug
 Walk the easy Bristlecone Loop Trail
 Wagon ride with chuck wagon dinner at the rim
 Writing workshop with Virginia Staat
 Photo Contest submissions slide show
 Showcase of selected members photography
 Photo critique with Tom Ulrich & Jack Olson
 Anne Sullivan Writer’s Forum with Kenita Gibbins
 Sunrise photo shoot with Jack Olson
 Auction with George Gibbins & David Staat
 Awards banquet & ceremony

Photos © D & B Laine

And finally, our timing is perfect to see the stupendously star-studded
night skies during the dark of the moon, and take part in the Bryce Astronomy Festival taking place while we’re there.
Writer’s Corner

A Gumshoe in Hiking Boots
by Virginia Parker Staat © 2016
“When you write non-fiction, you sit down at your desk with a pile of notebooks, newspaper clippings, and books and you research
and put a book together the way you would a jigsaw puzzle.” ~ Janine di Giovanni

A gumshoe in hiking boots… that’s me, and it’s a great
life. Story ideas peek from behind almost every corner.
Then the fun really begins… being the gumshoe detective
and learning all I can to write my story.
As an example, I discovered The Legend of El Patron
story while David and I were on a camping trip to Big
Bend National Park. I picked up a local paper and read an
outlandish article about a bear that had migrated into
Brewster County from drought-stricken Mexico. Because
he was starving, the poor creature broke into a poorly kept
hunting camp. Marked as a nuisance after he wrecked the

place, the wildlife researcher sent to put the bear to death
ultimately saved his life. She found a home for him at the
Living Desert Zoo in Carlsbad, New Mexico. The first
night the bear was in his new zoo home, however, he escaped, wandering the streets with law enforcement in pursuit.
The story simply begged to be written. I contacted the
zoo and soon was sitting across from the park’s manager. I
left Carlsbad armed with newspaper clippings, a notebook
full of scribbles, interview tapes, contact information for
See Gumshoe… page 2
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Specialized research is often needed to explain out-ofthe-ordinary subject matter. In El Patron’s story the wildlife researcher located the bear using radio telemetry. I
needed to learn how radio telemetry worked in order to
properly explain it at a fifth-grade reading level. Your research may also include historical information about your
subject matter, allowing you to increase your audience
base. Writers must use great caution when writing about
historical subjects. For example, A W riter’s Guide to Everyday Life in the Wild West can help you learn what inventions were available during a specific time period. Your
credibility vanishes if your protagonist flips on a light
switch before electricity has been invented.
Field research is most exciting to me. I enjoy researching place by visiting the area. If that is not possible, I read
tour guides and/or books set in the exact location (or during the exact time period if writing about past events).
Other research tools for place include scouring archival
photographs or interviewing local residents by telephone
or email.
I prefer recording interviews with people directly involved in my subject matter. As an example, I used a small
tape recorder during interviews when writing a contract
book for a company in Spain. Those tapes later became
invaluable while writing the book at home. The inflection
of voice allowed me to recollect and better express the
emotion of various people involved in the project. Recording the interviews also allowed me to focus more on the
people I was interviewing rather than trying to furiously
jot notes.
Another great field research tool is to locate universities,
museums, and specialized libraries that focus on collections or archives relevant to your subject. One of my books
-in-progress led me to the Western University of New

the wildlife researcher who had captured and saved the
bear, and even a few snapshots of the reclusive celebrity. I
happily dedicated several months to researching desert
bears and wildlife research techniques. After several email
interviews with the bear’s rescuer, The Legend of El Patron practically wrote itself.
Research fascinates me. I can immerse myself in research, skimming and scanning for hours. I particularly
enjoy following rabbit trails with all their twists and turns,
whether it be on the Internet, at libraries, or museums. It
feels like finding gold nuggets tucked between pages, buried within abstracts, or hidden deep inside databases. I am
on a first-name basis with our local inter-library loan librarian.
Research is
critical to
writing
nonfiction. It
comes in
many
forms,
some
more exciting
than others. De“El Patron”
pending
on your topic, you may spend months or years of document research finding sufficient facts and qualitative data
to begin writing your story. Because of the length of time
and enormous amounts of data accumulated, meticulous
notes are critical. I keep expandable file folders on each
subject. Inside the folder, I include spiral notebooks of
handwritten data, printed emails or other documentation,
index cards for citations, articles, tape recordings, photographs, and newspaper clippings. I also add any other
scrap of paper that might refresh my memory of conversations, disjointed ideas, or extraneous but fascinating facts.
I am always surprised that no matter how much data I accumulate, the story itself leads me to include only the pertinent facts that build the story line.
There are a few keys to successful research. Credible
sourcing is essential. The Internet has brought the world to
our fingertips but not every source is accurate. As an added problem, inaccurate information is often repeated
online, making it appear accurate. Always use reliable
sources, crosscheck your research, use more than one media source, and carefully record each citation. Professional
researchers use a technique called triangulation, siting
three credible sources for each stated fact.
Try to include data that will surprise your reader. Think
outside the box when researching. If writing about a specific date, you can discover the weather for that particular
day using research tools. Archival photographs can help
you to more accurately describe a place or even a specific
room.

See Gumshoe… page 3
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Book Review

Family & The Great Outdoors

Mexico in Silver City. This small, university museum
holds the world’s largest display of Mimbres pottery. After
explaining my mission and making an appointment, the
curator allowed me special access to the displays when the
museum was closed. She also kindly gave me the name of
a local archaeologist who later took me on a private tour of
a Mimbres archaeological dig in progress.
As outdoor writers, our credibility is on the line with
each fact we write. We flesh out our stories with our research and offer readers new information and perspective.
My best advice is to strap on your hiking boots and become a gumshoe. Ultimately it will change you, broadening your experiences, enhancing your creative thinking,
and improving your writing. The best part is… and you
can trust me on this… it’s a great life.

by Wayne Turner
by Maryann Gaug © 2016

In Family & The Great Outdoors, through four sections of
short stories, Wayne Turner takes you on a 70-plus-year
journey of his life spent hunting, fishing, and discovering
himself.
As a young child,
his father taught him
outdoor skills, including hunting and
fishing, near Chesapeake Bay in Virginia. The joy of the
hunt included not
only learning the
ways of the game,
but also bonding
with his father, hunting dogs, and hunting
partners. His stories
bring to life the history and culture of a
rural community in
the 1950s.
Fishing trips with
his college date developed into love and marriage. Spending time outdoors
brought him, his wife, and two sons together, where many
days the hunt turned into observation of the ways of the
animals and fish, while taking no lives. These shared times
increased their love for each other and now his grandson
joins the journey. Throughout the book, Wayne’s life in
nature became a search for himself and his unfolding understanding of the circle of life and the divine.
Anglers and hunters will enjoy the thrill of the hunt and
equipment used while sometimes being outwitted by the
prey. Other readers will appreciate his descriptive prose of
terrain and animals. Life in the outdoors made Turner the
man he is today, bonded not only with his family, but also
with the creatures of the great outdoors. His experiences
woven throughout this book are an inspirational reflection
of life.

Attention members with websites
The member page of rmowp.org has a place for linking
to your site. If you would like us to add yours, please
send a short blurb and a logo or photo to info@rmowp.org and we’ll add it. There is no charge.
Check out the page (www.rmowp.org/member-area) to
see what fellow members are up to.
Thanks!

(Editor’s Note: Wayne Turner and wife Kathy are former
members of RMOWP who dropped out because their schedule
keeps them from attending conferences. We miss them!

RMOWPers gather atop Crazy Horse Memorial, South Dakota
© Jack Olson

Wayne is offering his book to RMOWP members for the flat
rate of $20. If you wish a copy, send a check to Wayne Turner,
PO Box 4629,Dillon, CO 80435. He says he will “send you a
personalized autographed copy via USPS and I will pay the shipping. If you don’t wish me to autograph, the price will be $50.
Peace and good fishing my friends.”)

Want this newsletter e-delivered?
Let us know: info@rmowp.org
Subject: E-mail RMO
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RMOWP Conferences
— the Early Years, Part IV
Article & photos by Jack Olson © 2016

Back down to the Four Corners area for our 13th annual
conference held in the historic town of Durango, Colorado
in 1986. We had two 4-star events at this conference. We
piled onto the Durango & Silverton narrow gauge railroad
for the
round
trip to
Silverton and
back.
It’s a
stunning
ride,
smoke
streaming back
from the
engine,
Lunch break in Silverton, Colorado
the San
Juan Mountains towering above and the Animas River
raging below. On another day we visited the Anasazi Heritage Center in Dolores and then filled three boats for a
cruise on McPhee Reservoir, stopping on shore for a
sumptuous and leisurely picnic. A rollicking melodrama at
the famous Strater Hotel topped off the conference festivities.

Inching toward bison in Custer State Park, SD

the Husteads hosted us for dinner at quirky Wall Drug. Of
course, we made a big deal of a visit to Mt. Rushmore and
the lesser-known Crazy Horse Memorial. It was a privilege to ascend to where workers were carving the huge
face.
In 1988 the overriding theme
was water at Lake Powell, near
Page, Arizona. Where should I
start? Well, a sunset dinner
cruise on the lake sure got
things off swimmingly. Then
we went for an all day boat trip
on the lake to Rainbow Bridge
National Monument and various nooks and crannies a few
inches wider than our boat. For
pure excitement we floated
down the Colorado River from
Glen Canyon Dam to Lee’s
Ferry, stopping along the way
for a guide to lead us to hidden
petroglyphs. Walls of red rock
Sarah Bromby meets Hee-Haw loomed above us. It was a
memorable experience at a
in Custer State Park, SD
memorable conference.
Red River, New Mexico was our destination in 1989.
We traveled far and wide from Red River. We couldn’t
miss a visit to Taos;
it was just too close.
We’d go back years
later, but I’m getting ahead of myself. Taos Pueblo
was a cultural fascination for us. We
scattered all over
the Pueblo’s
grounds to marvel

Picnic on the shore of McPhee Reservoir, CO

It was wildlife galore at our 1987 conference in Custer
State Park, South Dakota. We stayed in the State
Game Lodge and traveled by bus through the wildlife reserve of the park. There were loads of buffalo and we
could get out, not too close, to photograph. Comical wild
burros entertained us and thrilled the youngsters in our
group. We descended into Jewel Cave National Monument, motored out to Badlands National Park, and finally,

See Conferences…
page 5
4

Betty Parker photographing petroglyphs
along the Colorado River in Arizona
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Website Reminder — rmowp.org
Please utilize our website when encouraging friends to
join RMOWP.
They can browse
 Conferences – upcoming and past
 Contest – view the winning photos from recent
years, read some of the winning articles
 Photo workshop info
 Newsletters both current and archived
 Who we are, how we evolved
 Members – check out links to their websites
 Scholarship opportunities and winners
 Contact us with questions

The stunning Valle Vidal Unit of the Carson National Forest, NM

at this ancient structure. The same was true of Martinez
Hacienda where we ate lunch and watched a mason applying adobe to a wall. The group filled up a bus and we went
into unknown territory. It is Valle Vidal, an addition to the
national forest which was just opened to the public. The
forest archeologist was our guide. He took us to remnants
of the logging and ranching activities which flourished in
the past hundred years. We nervously heard a tale of bullet
holes in the ceiling while we looked over our shoulders as
we ate dinner at the historic St. James Hotel in Cimarron.

And finally – JOIN! Fill out the application and even
pay online.
It’s all there.

(Editor’s Note: Diane McKinley tells us “I wrote this during the (Ouray) conference when Kenita said, ‘I wish I
could get more members to enter the writing workshop.’”)

Thoughts on the Writer’s Forum
2016 RMOWP Calendar

By Diane McKinley © 2016

May 30 ~ Scholarship application deadline

1200 words!!!
You've got to be kidding
I have much more to say
But, whatever your bidding…

June 1-4 ~ Conference in Bryce Canyon, Utah
June 21-25 ~ Photo Workshop in Rocky Mountain
National Park

Next year we'll be better
Even though they'll be more
Because we're now in sync
To know the real score.

See www.rmowp.org for details

It sounds kinda fun
But I need to plan ahead
That means deadlines and edits
No… early to bed!

Add Cameras to Membership Directory
Listings?
We’ve had a request that photographers add camera
equipment information to their membership directory entries. The idea is that if someone gets new camera equipment or has a question about camera equipment they are
planning to buy, he or she could call or email members
who have the same camera equipment. So, those interested in adding camera equipment information to their directory listings can email that information to info@
rmowp.org.

So, I'm gonna try
And enter this year
My ideas are abounding
But so is my fear
The critique and the comments
Are spoken with care
Photographer or writer?
I will plan to be there!!
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and 5 am. Anyone tough enough to live on the few ranches in the area must pace their supply trips and social life to
the whims of the weather.
A few twists and turns of the road brings me to the top
of the canyon, a flatter land green with farms and ranches.
A few little towns provide some comfortable connection
for these folks: a grocery store, a gas station with inflated
prices, a church, and a school. Meandering down the road,
I'm suddenly in a canyon again, not unlike the first except
the solid red/pink band of the Entrada sandstone starts to
appear as the bottom layer. Little by little the small band
of solid rock grows from the river to the sky until I'm driving between solid walls of beautiful sandstone, high alcoves, and
cracked
surfaces.
The
Dolores
River has
downcut
through
these layers
over millions of
years, grain
by grain,
Sandstone cliffs of Western Colorado
millimeter
by millimeter.
This morning I woke up in Ouray, known as the Switzerland of America, nestled between steep walls of rock
and towering peaks. The mountains also provide me a level of comfort. I think of the Old Testament verse: "I look
to the hills from whence cometh my help." I've hiked and
camped in the high Rockies of Colorado for most of my
adult life. I've learned lessons from the trees and the animals that are hearty enough to survive the too long winters
and too short summers.
I think about how humans fuss and fiddle over so many
little things and emphasize money and power. Conquer the
wildlands, tame them into ranches, farms, mines, and timber tracts to boost the economy and make the owners (not
the workers) rich. To me such actions imply that people
aren’t very comfortable with wild places. I've learned from
walking through the forests along creeks to lakes, watching squirrels scamper and scold as I pass by, that humans
are just part of this natural landscape. We can conquer and
destroy, but in the process we destroy some part of ourselves. Polluted streams haunt our health as does dirty air.
Yes, we need to utilize some of these lands to provide food
and resources, but we can develop them in harmony with
natural processes. Our spirits are richer for these
wildlands, at least in my experience.
A friend mentioned recently how she had been on a
group trip in the canyon country in Utah. One participant
came from a city back east and was quite uncomfortable in
the wide-open spaces or in canyons of big rock walls. He
loved the city, the steel towers and concrete paths, the hustle and bustle of the many people. I once thought that crazy; how could a person be in love with a city and hordes of

President’s Column

The Magical Time
Article and photo by Kent Taylor © 2016

It's always a bit magical: spring's return. No matter how
many times I've witnessed the tulips, the fruit blossoms, or
the bluebonnets erupt from winter's sleep, watched the
birds return to build their nests, or noticed a tiny neon
shoot, pushing up and through, it's still magical when it
happens.
Maybe. Maybe because this magic lies out of our hands;
maybe because we know the timing has been percolating
for months in the depths and largely out of sight; maybe
because it reminds us that life emerges out of our own long
winters, spring's return creates its own stirring and arrives
on its own terms.
Wherever your spring adventures take you this year, I
wish you well. As a creative community of writers and
photographers linked together by our appreciation for nature, I look forward to seeing and hearing what's been a bit
magical for you as well. Safe travels out there on the trail,
friends. See you in Bryce.

Spring’s Razzle-Dazzle

(Editor’s note: This is the second in a series of articles presented at the Writers Forum during RMOWP’s 2015 conference.)

The Comfort Zone
Article & photos by Maryann Gaug © 2016

Driving along the San Miguel River in southwest Colorado, I realize how comfortable I am here. Canyon walls
tower above me, layer upon layer of silt, mudstone, and the
occasional layer of rounded rocks where a stream once
flowed. The red and brown walls formed over eons, remnants of the ancestral Rocky Mountains. I pull off the road
and eat lunch in the shade of a cluster of cottonwood trees.
Not many vehicles pass by … a road on the edge of nowhere. Cell phone service is non-existent, and signs keep
reminding me that snowplows don't operate between 7 pm

See Comfort Zone… page 7
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here. What is it about the South that caters to so many
deadly life forms? The ocean is foreign to me. I love
wading on the beach, where the waves sometimes reach
my sandaled feet, splashing up my legs. People warn of
jellyfish and rip currents, so I'm not tempted to go out
any farther. Other critters pose an unknown threat to me.
Mosquitoes come to mind. What kind of disease could
they be carrying: West Nile? Chikungunya? In several
eastern states I was constantly reminded to be careful of
at least four types of ticks, one the size of a poppy seed,
lurking in the grass and in the bushes. They can carry
Lyme disease, which can cause joint pain, severe headaches, or worse. At home, ticks can carry Colorado tick
fever, but have not been reported to transmit Lyme disease. The humidity bears down on me, my hair frizzing in
all directions, sweat pours off my face. Florida, while
beautiful, is definitely out of my comfort zone.
I know if I were to spend time learning this southern
land and its ecosystems, I would understand their workings. Stopping in natural history museums opens my eyes
to the interconnectedness of the land, the water, and their
inhabitants. Understanding however doesn't imply comfort with biting insects and poisonous trees and snakes.
My take on my experience is that we may learn comfort from the environment in which we grow up, through
our culture, and our religion or belief system. Arriving in
a place quite different, the unknown can unnerve us,
while stereotypical images we've learned second hand
can disturb us. Perhaps in time I could learn a new comfort zone in a new environment.

people? Yet I know others who feel the same, who feel
lost without a host of family and friends surrounding
them, without the safety they feel in the masses.
I go to a big city and feel so less safe. I don't understand
all the informal, unspoken rules, the danger I sense in people themselves. Back in my beloved mountains, I've been
asked too many times by other women, aren't you afraid to
hike alone? What about bears? I've only seen one bear in
the wild in my many hikes and the brown bruin ambled
above me on a service road at a local ski area. If I fear
anything in my local woods, it's the moose, which has little fear of humans and can attack with a vengeance, especially if a female feels her calf is in danger. And some
people in my little town have experienced an upset moose.
I'm not comfortable everywhere. I recently headed to
Florida then up the coast to Virginia and Maryland. On the
way, I drove through Alabama, purposely choosing a US
highway versus a narrow county road. The highway wandered through forests, opened occasionally by a clear cut.
Obviously timber land. Where were the people? Few

Stuff for Sale, Etc.
Walls of trees, some poisonous, in Florida

houses appeared, and the little towns seemed to consist of
a corner gas station, where one restroom had a sign to lock
the door, one stall had no door, the other had no latch.
Matched my stereotypical image of the South. At least I
didn't have any run-ins with a Southern sheriff, wondering
what a lone woman was doing driving a camper van. Just
another of those fear-based impressions, like the women
who ask me about bears while hiking in Colorado.
Driving the length of Florida, down the west coast to
the Keys and back up the east coast, the interstates passed
through walls of green: deciduous trees interrupted with a
few pines. The edges of the pavement looked like manicured lawns. The trees were the scenery, masking any
farms or towns behind them. Suffocation comes to mind,
hemmed in by the tall wall. Trucks and cars whizzed by
me or I around them. Always vigilant, I kept an eye on
three lanes of traffic. Definitely uncomfortable.
I'm not used to the flora and fauna in the south. So
many different trees and bushes, at least two I learned are
poisonous. Alligators and several venomous snakes slither

For Sale:
Nikon D300 Body. SB 28 flash. 3 batteries. 6 Memory cards. Nikon
D300 Big instruction manual. $475. All in excellent condition.
Contact Jon Sheppard at jonsheppard62@comcast.net.

RMOWP members are invited to submit items for sale,
wanted, to be given away, or whatever. There is no
charge. E-mail details—and photo when possible and appropriate—to info@rmowp.org.
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Longtime RMOWP member Robert Stone, from Red
Lodge, Montana, has announced the release this month of
his latest hiking guide, the second edition of Day Hikes
Around Sonoma County.
Stone tells us that Sonoma County, 35 miles north of
San Francisco on the Pacific coast, is known for its wineries and a magnificent natural landscape – a picturesque
mix of rugged coastline, steep cliffs, forested hillsides, and
verdant agricultural valleys. This award winning book includes 125 of the county's best day hikes, providing access
to both well-known and out-of-theway greenspace.
Hikes are along the Pacific
Ocean, across the coastal ridges,
into wide valleys, and through
thick forests. A third of the hikes
are located along the coastline, accessed by Highway 1, which connects the coastal towns as it snakes
along the oceanfront cliffs and
bluffs. Remaining hikes explore the
inland mountains, hillsides, and
valleys through numerous state
parks, regional parks, and undeveloped land.
Highlights include fog-shrouded
redwood forests, creekside canyons, wildlife sanctuaries,
lakes, tidal bays, wave-pounded coastline, and sweeping
panoramic views. Straight-forward directions and clear
maps accompany all hikes. A thorough index includes cities, trails, and points of interest.
Robert Stone has been writer, photographer, and publisher of Day Hike Books since 1991. He is a Los A ngeles
Times best-selling author and an award-winning journalist
of the Outdoor Writers Association of California, the
Northwest Outdoor Writers Association, the Bay Area
Travel Writers, Rocky Mountain Outdoor Writers and
Photographers, and the Outdoor Writers Association of
America.

Please check your checks
Your RMOWP treasurer has a request. When you write a
check to the group for conference registration, membership dues, the awards contest, etc., please, please make
the check out to RMOWP. A few checks have been received with the name of the person to whom the check
was sent. However, the bank returns those checks and
charges us for them if we or the teller don’t catch them
first. So please, make checks out to RMOWP.
Thank you — Maryann Gaug, Treasurer, RMOWP

Member News
RMOWP recently welcomed three new members. Our
newest member is Todd Warnke, a writer and photographer from Castle Rock, Colorado.
A photographer from Herrin, Illinois, Bill Randall enjoys photographing landscapes, architecture, birds and other wildlife, plus macro photography. He also teaches beginning photography to adults in continuing education.
From West Frankfort, Illinois, Joanna Gray freelances
as a marketing communications author, writing copy for
websites, corporate brochures, and other promotional materials. Joanna has also written feature articles on such diverse topics as health, music, and business for several regional magazines. As an advanced amateur photographer,
her wildlife images have won awards in local competitions. Particularly interested in bird and wildlife photography, Joanna hopes her images will inspire people to appreciate and respect all animals, whether wild or tame.
Photographing live music performances is yet another
love.
Welcome all. Bill and Judy Randall and Joanna Gray
are planning to attend our June conference in Bryce Canyon, Utah, where we will extend a personal welcome and
look forward to getting acquainted.
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